Source Code Review
Important Notice
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## Source Code Review

To guarantee our respected Client that no hidden feature is found within our product, we propose a 10 days review of the Remote Control System source code with support from the Developers.

On each day one component of the solution is being reviewed. Please pay careful attention at the Language pre-requisites, as fluency in the reported language and platform API is mandatory to understand the sources.

### Day 1
- Introduction to architectural concepts
- Database sources
- Languages: Ruby

### Day 2
- Collector sources
- Languages: Ruby

### Day 3
- Windows agent sources
- Languages: C++, Windows API

### Day 4
- Android sources
- Languages: Java, Android API

### Day 5
- BlackBerry sources
- Languages: Java, BlackBerry API

### Day 6
- Symbian sources
- Languages: Symbian C++, Symbian API

### Day 7
- iOS sources
- Languages: Objective-C, iOS API

### Day 8
- Mac OS sources
- Languages: Objective-C, Mac OS API

### Day 9
- Linux sources
- Languages: C, Unix system calls

### Day 10
- Tactical Network Injector sources
- Languages: C, Unix system calls